JUVENILE FICTION

BT 13470    DOG'S PORPOISE    ROSS, M.C.
A rambunctious mutt and a curious porpoise become best pals in this
adorably charming story about friendship and family. For grades 2-4.

BT 13483    BEATRYCE PROPHECY    DICAMILLO, KATE
Gentle Brother Edik finds a girl, Beatryce, curled in a stall, wracked with
fever, coated in dirt and blood, and holding fast to the ear of a goat. As a
monk nurses Beatryce to health, he uncovers her dangerous secret, a
prophecy that imperils them all. For grades 3-6. 2021.

BT 13485    OTHER WORDS FOR HOME    WARGA, JASMINE
When her Syrian hometown is overshadowed by violence, Jude is sent with
her mother to the safety of a relative’s home in America. She worries for
the family members who were left behind and adjusts to a new life filled
Contracted braille.

BT 13486    CARNIVOROUS CARNIVAL: A SERIES OF
UNFORTUNATE EVENTS, BOOK 9    SNICKET, LEMONY
The Baudelaire orphans stow away in the trunk of Count Olaf's car after he
frames them for murder and sets fire to The Hostile Hospital (RC 52913, BR
13633). They resort to disguises as they hide at the Caligari Carnival where
Count Olaf consults a fortune-teller. For grades 4-7. Unified English Braille
Code. Contracted braille.

BT 13456    INKLING    OPPEL, KENNETH, 1967-
When an inkblot that can write, listen, learn, and draw jumps out of his
dad’s sketchbook, Ethan believes it may be the answer to their problems
Contracted braille.

BT 13471    ONE HUNDRED ONE WAYS TO BUG YOUR PARENTS
WARDLAW, LEE, 1955-
Steve, called Sneeze because of his allergies, has his heart set on attending
an inventors' convention. Instead, a change in family plans puts him in a
summer-school writing class. Thinking up ways to pester his parents gives him an idea for a moneymaking book. For grades 4-7. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

**BT 13455  STAY  PYRON, BOBBIE**

After her family moves into a shelter in a new city, Piper’s life is turned upside down. But she soon finds hope in new friendships and with a special dog, Baby. For grades 4-7. 2019. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

**BT 13500  HOME OF THE BRAVE  APPLEGATE, KATHERINE**

A beautifully wrought novel about an immigrant's journey from hardship to hope. American culture, the Minnesota climate, and personal identity are examined in this moving first-person novel written in free verse. For grades 6-9. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

**BT 13465  CAT IN THE HAT  SEUSS, DR.**

A story in rhyme about two bored children sitting at home on a rainy day while their mother is out. Then the Cat in the Hat arrives on their doormat to show them good fun with his tricks and games. For preschool-2 grade. 1957. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

**BT 13453  BERENSTAIN BEARS AND THE DRESS CODE  BERENSTAIN, STAN, 1923-2005**

Even though they are not into rad fashions, Brother Bear and Sister Bear join the other cubs' protest when Mr. Grizzmeyer enforces a strict dress code at Bear Country School. Unrated. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

**BT 13452  I SURVIVED HURRICANE KATRINA, 2005  TARSHIS, LAUREN**

Barry's family tries to evacuate before Hurricane Katrina hits their home in New Orleans. But when Barry's little sister gets terribly sick, they're forced to stay home and wait out the storm. At first, Katrina doesn't seem to be as bad as predicted. But overnight the levees break, and Barry's world is literally torn apart. He's swept away by the floodwaters, away from his family. Can he survive the storm of the century -- alone? Unrated. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

**BT 13464  BERENSTAIN BEARS COUNT THEIR BLESSINGS  BERENSTAIN, STAN, 1923-2005**

Mama Bear is tired of hearing about how many Bearbie dolls Lizzy Bruin has and about how many Game Bear video games cousin Freddy just got. During a thunderstorm, Mama gets her cubs to realize that love and a good
home are more valuable than material possessions. Contracted braille in UEB.

BT 13454  HORRIBLE HARRY AND THE HOLIDAZE  KLINE, SUZY

BT 13458  ALIENS FOR LUNCH  ETRA, JONATHAN
Ever wonder why desserts taste scrumptious? It's because of XTC, the sweet ingredient from the planet Ganoob. When the world's supply is stolen, Richard and his alien friend Aric must recover it before desserts everywhere taste like stale spitballs! This hilarious adventure is the follow-up to Aliens for Breakfast. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

BT 13461  ALIENS FOR DINNER  SPINNER, STEPHANIE
Aric the alien returns to Earth to help Richard Bickerstaff save the world from an invasion of Dwilbs, pollution-loving aliens who want to turn the planet into a toxic theme park. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

BT 13463  WAYS TO GROW LOVE  WATSON, RENÉE
In the summer before fifth grade, Ryan Hart continues to grow through changes and challenges, such as waiting for a new baby sister to be born, a summer camp trip, and more. For grades 3-6. 2021. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

BT 13469  HOW TO EAT FRIED WORMS  ROCKWELL, THOMAS, 1933-
Alan bets fifty dollars that Billy can't eat a worm a day for fifteen days. Both boys work hard to win the bet using psychological warfare, bizarre pranks, and plain cheating. For grades 3-6. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

BT 13466  CAT IN THE HAT  SEUSS, DR.
A story in rhyme about two bored children sitting at home on a rainy day while their mother is out. Then the Cat in the Hat arrives on their doormat to show them good fun with his tricks and games. For preschool-2 grade. 1957. Unified English Braille Code. Uncontracted braille.
BT 13473  ZOEY AND SASSAFRAS: CATERFLIES AND ICE
CITRO, ASIA

BT 13474  ZOEY AND SASSAFRAS: DRAGONS AND MARSHMALLOWS  CITRO, ASIA
In the first book of this series, Zoey discovers a glowing photo and learns an amazing secret. Injured magical animals come to their backyard barn for help! When a sick baby dragon appears, it’s up to Zoey and Sassafras to figure out what’s wrong. Will they be able to help little Marshmallow before it’s too late? Unrated. For preschool-grade 2. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

BT 13476  SAVE ME A SEAT  WEEKS, SARAH
Two very different boys, Ravi and Joe, discover they have something in common the first week of fifth grade: a bully. The duo plot to take back control of their lives and become friends in the process. Commercial audiobook. For grades 3-6. Related names: Varadarajan, Gita. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

BT 13477  WAYS TO MAKE SUNSHINE  WATSON, RENÉE
Portland, Oregon. After her father starts a new job, money is tight and Ryan has a lot on her mind with all of the changes. But no matter what, Ryan tries to bring sunshine to her loved ones. For grades 3-6. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

BT 13478  SUMMER OF THE SWANS  BYARS, BETSY CROMER
Sometimes you don't know what you love—until you almost lose it. Sara's fourteenth summer was turning out to be the most confusing time of her life. Up until then, things had flowed smoothly, like the gliding swans on the lake. Now she wanted to fly away from everything—her beautiful older sister, her bossy Aunty Willie, her remote father, and, most of all, from herself. But could she fly away from Charlie? She loved her younger brother in a way she couldn't understand, though sometimes she grew tired of his neediness. But when Charlie himself took flight, Sara suddenly knew what she had to do.... For grades 4-7. Newbery Medal Winner. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.
BT 13479  TALE OF DESPEREAUX: BEING THE STORY OF A MOUSE, A PRINCESS, SOME SOUP, AND A SPOOL OF THREAD
DICAMILLO, KATE
Despereaux, a small mouse, is condemned to the dungeon for falling in love with human Princess Pea. Despereaux meets the rat, Roscuro, while Mig, an upstairs serving girl, wishes to be a princess, too. All four meet with near disastrous results. For grades 3-6. Newbery Medal Winner. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

BT 13482  GREEN EGGS AND HAM  SEUSS, DR.
Nonsense rhyme about a delightful creature named Sam-I-Am, and his efforts to get another to eat green eggs and ham. For preschool-grade 2. Unified English Braille Code. Uncontracted braille.

BT 13484  GREEN EGGS AND HAM  SEUSS, DR.
Nonsense rhyme about a delightful creature named Sam-I-Am, and his efforts to get another to eat green eggs and ham. For preschool-grade 2. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

BT 13487  BRIAN'S WINTER  PAULSEN, GARY
Thirteen-year-old Brian was rescued from the Canadian wilderness at the end of summer in "The Hatchet" (RC 30535). But what if his distress call had not been heard and he had faced the harsh winter in the woods? This survival story pits the stranded young outdoorsman against the cold, loneliness, and worst of nature. For grades 6-9 and older. English Braille, American Edition. Contracted braille.

BT 13495  HOW DO DINOSAURS LOVE THEIR CATS?
YOLEN, JANE
From purring naps to catnip toys, kitty cats are a dinosaur's favorite pet! For preschool-grade 2. 2010. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille. PRINT/BRAILLE.

BT 13497  IF I WERE A LAMB
These sturdy board books have fun things to feel throughout, including the animal's fuzzy tail on the back cover! For preschool-grade 2. Unified English Braille Code. Uncontracted braille. PRINT/BRAILLE. Copyright and publication date unknown.

BT 13498  FOX AND THE HOUND  DISNEY, WALT
The classic tale of Tod and Copper's timeless friendship. For preschool-grade 2. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille. PRINT/BRAILLE.
Have fun feeling each page until you find the right unicorn! For preschool-grade 2. 2017. Unified English Braille Code. Uncontracted braille.

In this sequel to The Wide Window (RC 50909), the saga of the Baudelaire orphans continues as they are sent to work at a grimy lumber mill in exchange for dormitory bunks. In due course their nemesis, Count Olaf, appears in yet another disguise. For grade 4-7. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

In this sequel to The Reptile Room (RC 50908) the Baudelaire orphans are sent to live with Aunt Josephine, who worries about everything, especially Lake Lachrymose and its loathsome leeches. The unhappy youngsters encounter cold soup on a rainy day, a hurricane, and a villain with a peg leg. For grades 4-7. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

After narrowly escaping the menacing clutches of the dastardly Count Olaf in The Bad Beginning (RC 50907), the Baudelaire orphans go to live with Uncle Monty, a kindly herpetologist. For a brief time they are happy, but then Count Olaf reappears. For grades 4-7. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

Peter finds his demanding two-year-old brother, Fudge, an ever-increasing problem as the child proceeds to get lost at the movies and eats Peter's pet turtle. For grades 3-6. 1972. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

While exploring her new home, Coraline goes through a doorway that shouldn't be there into a dangerous world where she has a disturbingly different set of parents. Since this other mother kidnaps Coraline's real parents, it is up to Coraline to rescue them and return to her world safely. For grades 4-7. 2002. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.
BT 13490  IF I WERE AN OWL
These sturdy board books have fun things to feel throughout! For preschool-grade 2. Unified English Braille Code. Uncontracted braille. PRINT/BRAILLE. Copyright and publication date unknown.

BT 13493  LITTLES AND HOW THEY GROW  DIPUCCHIO, KELLY
A rhyming celebration of babies, or Littles, who are cared for by loved ones in every way and grow big in the blink of an eye. For preschool-grade 2. 2017. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille. PRINT/BRAILLE.

BT 13489  LITTLE QUACK COUNTS  THOMPSON, LAUREN, 1962-
Join Little Quack and his sister Widdle as they learn their numbers during their exciting adventure! Little Quack will melt readers' hearts as he counts from one butterfly to five bees and then back down to one Mama Duck! This padded board book is a perfect format for preschoolers! For preschool-grade 2. Unified English Braille Code. Uncontracted braille. PRINT/BRAILLE.

BT 13492  THAT’S NOT MY TRUCK  WATT, FIONA
This delightful series of board books is aimed at very young children. The bright pictures, with their patches of different textures, are designed to develop sensory and language awareness. Babies and toddlers will love turning the pages and touching the feely patches. For preschool-grade 2. 2008. Unified English Braille Code. Uncontracted braille. PRINT/BRAILLE.

BT 13499  SHEEP GO TO SLEEP  SHAW, NANCY (NANCY E.)
At the end of the day, tired sheep return to their shed but none can sleep until the collie arrives, giving a hug, a drink of water, and more until all have begun to snore. For preschool-grade 2. Unified English Braille code. Contracted braille. PRINT/BRAILLE. Related names: Apple, Margot, illustrator.

BT 13501  DRAGONS IN A BAG  ELLIOTT, ZETTA
Nine-year-old Jax joins Ma, a curmudgeonly witch who lives in his Brooklyn apartment building, on a quest to deliver three baby dragons to a magical world, and along the way discovers his true calling. For grades 2-4. 2018. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.
JUVENILE NON-FICTION

BT 13472  BOY WHO HARNESSED THE WIND: CREATING CURRENTS OF ELECTRICITY AND HOPE  KAMKWAMBA, WILLIAM, 1987-
Memoir of Malawi youth William, a school dropout who was inspired by a library book to build the first windmill in his village. Describes growing up on a farm without electricity, surviving famine, recycling scraps into a windmill to generate power, and inspiring others. Alex Award. For grades 2-4 and older. 2015. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

BT 13462 IF I WERE IN CHARGE OF THE WORLD AND OTHER WORRIES: POEMS FOR CHILDREN AND THEIR PARENTS VIORST, JUDITH
Forty-one poems about wishes and worries for everyone who has ever worried about anything. For grades 3-6. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

BT 13475  BLACK INVENTORS: 15 INVENTIONS THAT CHANGED THE WORLD  TRUSTY, KATHY
"Throughout history, Black inventors have achieved some of the world's greatest advancements in science, technology, engineering, and math. This book highlights 15 men and women who made a big impact with their inventions--from Marie Van Brittan Brown, who created the first home security system, to Mark Dean, who invented the personal computer. Learn all about each inventor's creative process, their invention, and the way it's benefited our world."--Publisher's description. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

BT 13480  WHO IS STEVIE WONDER?  GIGLIOTTI, JIM

BT 13481  WHO IS MALALA YOUSAFZAI?  BROWN, DINAH
Introduces Malala Yousafzai, a girl who loved to learn but was told that girls would no longer be allowed to go to school. She wrote a blog that called attention to what was happening in her beautiful corner of Pakistan and realized that words can bring about change. She has continued to speak out for the right of all children to have an education, and in 2014 won the Nobel Peace Prize. For grades 4-7. Unrated. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

BT 13496  SHAPES WITH LITTLE FISH  COUSINS, LUCY
Feel & learn about shapes with Little Fish! For preschool-grade 2. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille. PRINT/BRAILLE.

** BT 13491  DR. SEUSS'S ONE FISH, TWO FISH, THREE, FOUR, FIVE FISH!  SEUSS, DR. **

Children love counting with Dr. Seuss's rhymes using the fun fish-shaped beads at the top of this book! For preschool-grade 2. 1960. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille. PRINT/BRAILLE.
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